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Rule 2- The Coloured-Future System.
In future and conditional statements that include (without
the use of special words for the purpose) an expression of the
speaker's (not necessarily of the subject's) wish, intention,
menace, assurance, consent, refusal, promise, offer, permission,
command, &c.—in such sentences the first person has W., the
second and third persons Sh.
I will tell you presently. My promise.
You shall repent it before long. My menace.
He shall not have any. My refusal.
We would go if we could. Our conditional intention.
You should do it if we could make you. Our conditional command.
They should have had it if they had asked. My conditional consent.
The only questions possible here are the asking for orders and
the requests already disposed of under Rule i.
Observe that / would like (which is not English1) is not
justified by this rule, because the speaker's mood is expressed
by like, and does not need double expression; it ought to be
/ should like, under Rule 3.
Observe also that / ska'n't, You will go to your room and stay
there, are only apparent exceptions, which will be explained
under Rule 3.
The archaic literary forms You shall find, A rogue shall often
pass for an honest man, though now affected and pretentious,
are. grammatically defensible. The speaker asks us to take
the fact on his personal assurance.
The forms little required in the pure system, and therefore
ready to hand for making the new plain future, were 7, and we,
shall; you, he, and they, will. These accordingly constitute
the plain future, and the corresponding forms of the plain
conditional are used analogously. Questions follow the same
1 Exceptis excipiendis. That sweeping statement is for the 99 per cent, of
instances in which / would like precedes an infinitive (/ would like to mention
&c.), and not for such rarities as / would like him if I could ('my conditional
intention', see above), and When I was a child I would like and dislike people
for foolish reasons ('Habitual', see under Rule i).

